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Emission noise spectrum in a premixed &-02-N2 flame 
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Abstract-Experimental noise spectra in the frequency range of 16-105 Hz are reported for the 
thermal emission of the first resonance doublet of Ne and K in a premixed %-0,-N, flame, and 
for the flame background e-ion. Under certain conditions, low-frequency peaks srise in the 
noise spectrum below 100 Hz, while a minimum is found at about 3 kHz. This minimum is of 
interest with respect to the optimal modulation frequency in etomic fluorescence measurements. 
The possible sourcea of fluctuationa are discussed, but definite conclusions cannot yet be drawn. 

IN THE STUDY of atomic fluorescence in flames, the optimal frequency of modulation 
of the primary light source depends on the noise spectrum of the flame emission with 
and without metal seed. The noise spectrum describes the distribution of noise 
components with frequency f over the frequency range [l, 21. In our laboratory, 
fluorescence measurements were made in order to investigate the quenching of 
excited metal atoms by collisions with flame molecules [3, 41. Here the signal-to- 
noise ratio is limited by the noise in the thermal emission of the metal vapour and/or 
of the flame background. This paper presents some preliminsry results of our noise 
measurements, which will also be of interest in the analytical application of atomic 
fluoresence in flames. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A premixed, laminar H,-0,-N, flame burning on a circular Meker grid was used. 
The central flame zone into which a N&l- or KCl-solution could be sprayed by means 
of a pneumatic chamber-type nebulizer [ 11, was normally surrounded by a concentric 
she&h of hot flame gas with the same composition (H,:O,:N, = 2: 1: 6) [5]. The 
diameter of the centrsl zone and of the whole flame was l-8 and 3.0 cm, respectively. 
The total flow of H, + 0, + N, gas-mixture to the central flame amounted to 
7.4 I/min. The line-reversal temperature at a distance of 2 cm above the burner was 
1875’K. The observed flame background was found to consist mainly of the OH- 
bands at 307 nm. The llrst resonance doublets of K and Na were selected by means of 
optical filters. 

A vacuum phototube (Cintel VA 39) with a load resistor of about 10 MQ was 

used to detect the radiation from the flame. The mean photocurrent i, was measured 
by means of an electrometer (Keithley) while the noise spectrum was analyzed in the 
frequency range of 10-5 x lo4 Hz by a tuned linear a.c. voltmeter (PAR model 121). 
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The ratio of the frequent ba~dw~~tb JIf to the &unable wmiir~l fr~~en~y j+ was 
eon&a& and equal to O-063. The frequency response of %be whole system was 
calibrated. 

The noise in the photocurrent was corrected for the amplifier noise observed with 
no illumination on the phototube. The characteristic flame emission noise was 
found by subtracting the noise power of the trivial shot and low-frequency noise 
components [S] in the photoaurrent from the total noise power. These trivial 
components were determined by illuminating the phototube with an incandescent 
filament lamp fed by a stable current source, giving the same photocurrents as the 
flame emission. For d, G 40 nA, the lamp radiation was found to produce pure 
shot noise at f ;a 109 Ifi, whereas at lower freq~en~~~ a Gker noise eom~onent 
became noticeabb. The ratio of f&me emission noise to pure sb& noise was deter- 
mined above 10s 1Ez by dire& comparison, w%h the noise produced by the lamp 
radi&ion at the same mean photroourrent. ’ Below 1@ Hz, this ra%& wm determined 
by making use of the calibrated frequency response of the whole measuring system. 
Using the theoretioal expression for the spectrltl noise power of pure shoti noise, 
S,,(f) = 2ei, (with e = elementary charge, [2]) the flame noise oould be expressed 
in absolute units. 

Observations 

Figure 1 shows the ratio of &-emission no&e $0 pure shot noise {both expesmd in 
RiW-values) as a function of f%eq=ency for two different ~a-soI~tio~ ~on~utra~~ous. 
The ~~~es~~~g Yalues of & are stated in the Bgure. The bigher ~n~eutratio~ 
value fitts on the squ~-got bran& of the calibration curve (~a~~~s~on vs. Na- 
~n~t~at~on), which is be& by set-absorptive [X]. The lower ~~~~tra~on value 
lies on the linear branch, where self-abso~tion is negligible. A flame section of 
2 x 2 em was viewed at a height of 2 cm above the burner. The genera1 pattern of 
the noise spectrum did not change essentially, when other parts of the coloured 
flame were viewed. 

A large peak at f = 32 Hz and a smaller one at about half this frequency are 
conspicuous. Apart from these peaks, a gradual decrease towards a minimum at 
about 3 kHz is noted, followed agrtin by a slower rise at higher frequencies. The 
low-frequency peak was also observed, when the central flame was surrounded by 
8 Bow of cold Nz-gas, The peak frequency was shifted from about 20 to 30 BE, wheB_ 
the z-flow velocity was ~~reased by a fastor of 3. ~rn~rkab~y~ these peaks were 
absent, where no (cold or hot) gas SIMS& ww t~pp&d a;t ~~31. 

A quite similar noise speckxm wss faund for the K-emission. The r&a of K- 
emission noise to pure shot noise (again expressed in R&W-values) appeared to in- 
crease proportionally to 6, when the K-concentration was raised from low 
values with negligible self-absorption to the range of strong self-absorption, Since 
the RMS shot noise increases proportionally to 6 it follows that the RMS K- 
emission noise is a corw‘tant fraction of the K-emission intensity, independently of 
the occurrence of self-absorption. For given value of a’,,, the K-emission-noise. 
appeared to be somewhat larger than the Nat-emission noise. 



Emission noise spe&rum in ~b pranixed E.$-08--Xa flame llil 

The noise spectrum of the flame background emission measured for the flame as a 
whole, showed a similar pattern as in Fig. 1 apart from the low-frequency peaks, 
These peaks were absent, when the central flame was surrounded by a sheath of 
equally hot flame gas or when no gas sheath was present at all. With a sheath of 
cold N,-gas, a small peak could be observed, if the N,-flow velocity was relatively 
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Fig. I. The RMS noise, i.e. the noise in the Na-emission of a shielded, premixed 
Hs-0,-N, flame, divided by the RMS shot noise of the photoc~ent, &,, is plotted 

ae a fimction of frequency. 

high. The flame background noise showed a minimum at about the same frequency 
as the metal emission noise, followed by a gradual rise at higher frequencies. At this 
m~imum, the background noise (expressed in R~S-value) was about Z-3 times 
smaller than the K-emission noise, if reduced to the same value of i,,. 

When temperature fluctuations would be the major source of noise for the metal 
emission, the ratio of the K-emission noise to the Na-emission noise should be 
O-76: 1 for a given value of i,,. This holds, because the variation in emission intensity 
as a consequence of a temperature variation is proportional to the excitation energy 
of the atomic hue. Since the K-emission noise was found to be rather higher than 
the Na-emission noise, temperature fluctuations cannot be a major source of noise. 

Fluctuations in the transport of metal salt to the flame must also be ruled out, 
as the K-emission noise relative to the mean emission intensity appeared not to be 
influenced by self-absorption. The square-root curvature of the calibration curve due 
to self-absorption would reduce the relative effect of any fluctuation in the K- 
~n~ntration on the K-emission by a factor of 2 at high K-concentrations. In 
particular, the noise associated with the statistical nature of the discrete aerosol 
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droplets introduced into the flame [l, 71, has thus not a dominant effect on the noise 
spectra observed. 

The absence of low-frequency peaks in the alkali noise spectrum, when the 
flame is not surrounded by a sheath of hot or cold gas, as well as the shift in peak 
frequency with N,-flow velocity point to the probable role of the boundary layer 
between the metal-seeded central flame and the metal-free gas sheath. Since with a 
sheath of hot flame gas, this (fluctuating) boundary layer forms no (marked) dis- 
continuity for the background emission, it is not surprising that this boundary layer 
and its associated 1.f. fluctuations have much less effect on the background noise. 
The observation that a peak appears in the background noise spectrum, when the 
flame is surrounded by a cold gas sheath, may also be understandable. For, in this 
case the (fluctuating) boundary layer forms a discontinuity for the background 
emission too. 

CONCLUSION 

In our case, the optimal modulation frequency for fluorescence measurements 
appears to he at about 2-5 x lo3 Hz where the noise spectrum of both the thermal 
alkali emission and the background emission attains a minimum. 

The presence of a sheath of cold or hot gas flow entails the appearance of out- 
standing low-frequency peaks in the noise spectrum of the metal emission. In the 
background noise spectrum, these peaks are much less significant. 

The major source of fluctuations in the metal and background emission has not 
yet been established. The similarity of the noise spectra above 10’ Hz suggest a 
common source here. Fluctuations in the temperature or metal transport to the 
flame are probably not a dominant source. Further investigations are needed to 
explain the experimental results obtained so far, in particular the unexpected gradual 
rise in spectral noise power above 10’ Hz. 
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